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About This Content

Hone your shooting skills and engage in ranged combat with the seven new weapons in the Arma 3 Marksmen DLC.

Key Features

Seven New Weapons - Five marksmen rifles and two medium machine guns offer new opportunities for squad-based
gameplay. The new weapons are:

Cyrus 9.3 mm - high power marksman rifle

MAR-10 .338 - high power marksman rifle

Mk-I EMR 7.62 mm - medium power marksman rifle

Mk14 7.62 mm - medium power marksman rifle

ASP-1 Kir - special purpose rifle

SPMG .338 - lightweight medium machine gun

Navid 9.3 mm - medium machine gun
Scopes - The AMS and Kahlia medium range scopes complement both the new and existing weapons.
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Remote Designators - Two remotely-operated laser-designators can be used to spot and laser designate targets from
afar.

Ghillie Suits - New ghillie suits for the NATO, CSAT, and AAF factions provide camouflage for various terrain types.

Firing Drills - Combine movement and medium range shooting in three new Purple Courses of Fire.

Showcase Marksmen - Use your new abilities and long range sharpshooting skills in a tense reconnaissance mission.

Platform Update

The Arma 3 Marksmen DLC is supported by a major Arma 3 platform update, featuring a wide variety of new content and
features. The platform update is free for all owners of Arma 3.

Supporting Content

End Game Multiplayer Mode - A team-based multiplayer mode, containing experimental gameplay features such as
Dynamic Groups, Shared Objectives, and Revive.

Showcase Firing From Vehicles - Experience the Firing From Vehicles feature in an actual combat scenario for both
singleplayer and co-operative multiplayer.

VR Training - Three new courses to train up your weapon handling skill-set.

Virtual Garage - Examine and customize the extensive collection of vehicles in Arma 3.

Vests & Face Paints - Three new heavy and grenadier vests designed specifically for improved explosive shielding and
ballistic protection. Nine new types of face paint are added to provide maximum concealment.

Editor Objects - New shooting range objects for Arma 3 content creators, including VR (vehicle) targets, balloons, swivel
and dueling targets, shooting mats, a shot timer, a bullet trap, and an air horn.

Supporting Features

Weapon Resting & Deployment - Benefit from a passive bonus to your accuracy while your weapon or arms are near any
stable surface. Deploy your weapon firmly using bipods for the greatest precision possible.

Improved Recoil & AI Suppression Simulation - Fire personal weapons with a greater feeling of power and authenticity.
Observe Artificial Intelligence units suffer impaired combat efficiency when under fire.

Sound Enhancements - Be immersed by a richer combat sound scape in different surroundings, at a distance, and under
incoming fire.
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Title: Arma 3 Marksmen
Genre: Action, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Bohemia Interactive
Publisher:
Bohemia Interactive
Release Date: 8 Apr, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum: 

OS: Windows 7 SP1 (64bit)

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2.4 GHz or AMD Dual-Core Athlon 2.5 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9800GT / AMD Radeon HD 5670 / Intel HD Graphics 4000 with 512 MB VRAM

DirectX®: 10

Hard Drive: 32 GB free space

Audio: DirectX®-compatible on-board

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Polish,Russian,Japanese,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Turkish
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Best baseball game on steam hands down. If you have someone you can get into baseball games with then this game is gold
10\/10.

Wish there was an online option, but the developer doesn't have the funds to accomplish in this version of the game. It does have
a solid season mode on the bright side. Buy the game anyway and support the dev. It is incredibly fun, especially with a baseball
buddy to play with on LAN.

Looking forward to the sequel of this game online!. Very enjoyable game.. This has like 4 decisions...It's mostly match up
games and overtly long transitions screens showing me the boat. I was half expecting an advert to pop up about the actual cruise.
Also you have like two date options. I dont think you can end up with luke.. Storyline was neat at the end, however no real line
of progression. Through the entire thing you will have no real idea what's going on until the end sequence explaining it in white
text. Neat little demonstration of an idea, however no substance to be considered a full game in my opinion. If the author would
expand on this idea more, I would definitely be interested. Concept is right down my alley, however I cannot recommend it at
this time. If you want to experience a very short trip and can get past some annoyances from sound and the demo feel, it can be
enjoyable.. Carroburg greatswords...thats all you need to know look them up and then come back to buy this skin. A cute and
fun little match 3 game that I enjoyed a lot in the beginning, but unfortunately it's brought down by its free-to-play-style
mechanics. You need hundreds of gems to unlock new characters, but you can only earn an average of about two per level. That
would be all right if this were actually a microtransaction-based FTP game and you could buy gems if you wanted or just play
with the cheaper to unlock characters if you didn't, but in a paid game with no way to speed up the gem earning process, it's just
aggravating.

There's also a really sharp difficulty curve just before Level 60 which is probably lessened if you've unlocked some different
character abilities to strategize with, but I don't really feel like investing that kind of time.

The last straw for me was the game's tendency to freeze as soon as I finally got three stars on a level I'd been stuck on for a
while, then not save that three star ranking after I force quit and restart, as if it was purposely mocking me.
F\u2665\u2665\u2665 you too, Crazy Veggies.. Very powerful engine
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*_* S.E.A.L.E.D FASHIONISTAS CLUB *_*. I bought this on accident and I regret it.. This review is for the whole original
trilogy!

Game works very well! I only miss a config system (and i read around that GOG version has one), so I have to set everything up
on windos notepad, I also could set up my 360 controller to play it on my TV and it works better than most recent games.

A very good game at a very good price that I played as a child that I can now revisit!

You can buy it withot worries that is working perfectly!. Don't play without the all recommended balance mod and if you want
to stay sane let the AI run almost everything.. Pay to win definetly, but if you play with friends it's decent fun every once in a
while. while your bored of it play TF2 NOT OVERWATCH!! or eat a sandwitch.. this game is so bad and it is also a waste of
time and money and potential i wanted to like thes game but in the end i didnt and if the develper dont wanna waste any more of
his time into making the game then i wont play it anymore thes game wondt even start i had to go in and fix it my self in the
files so for all you consumers out there looking to buy thes game just dont and for the ALWAYS GEEKY team that worked on
the game dont give up on making games even do i think thes game is garbage it still had some potential to be a good game

but for all you people out there looking for buying thes buggi mess just dont
AND SORRY FOR MY ENGLISH. First the good - Beautiful vision, ambiance, music. Could be a blockbuster game.

The bad - Absolute vaporware in most respects. Zombie spawn logic is half baked, meaning no place is safe and once getting the
hang of things you will die to some cheap BS zombie spawning in your fully secure base. Wonky controls, virtually no endgame
(or mid-game for that matter. Good luck playing on a dedicated as even on LAN with hardwired connection you will experience
epic desyncs. Also be warned that most videos on youtube are HEAVILY modded (everything from items to the map itself).

After following discussions and dev communications I am not convinced this game will *EVER* leave alpha, and frankly I
regret purchasing and pushing others to play as lack of depth in vanilla game has been a big turn off relative to description given
on store page.

Would not even go near this until evidence of a BETA with faster update schedule.
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